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Star Wars Omnibus A Long Time Ago Vol. 2 Mar 04 2020 Collects Star Wars (1977) #28-49, Star Wars Annual (1979) #1. Farm boy Luke Skywalker dreamed of going to the stars, only to get more
than he ever hoped for when he joined an old Jedi to rescue a princess, aided a galactic rebellion and singlehandedly destroyed deadliest super-weapon ever devised. But Luke's adventures in the
film Star Wars: A New Hope were just the beginning. From July 1977 to 1986, Marvel Comics Group published monthly adventures in comics form, keeping alive the excitement and fun of Star
Wars for a whole generation as they waited for the next chapter in the film series.
Star Wars Jul 28 2019 Luke Skywalker lived and worked on his uncle's farm on the remote planet of Tatooine, but he yearned to travel beyond the farthest reaches of the universe to distant, alien
worlds. Then Luke intercepted a cryptic message from a beautiful, captive princess . . . and found himself catapulted into the adventure of a lifetime. Luke Skywalker, proud Princess Leia, and
headstrong Han Solo . . . merciless Darth Vader, wise Obi-Wan Kenobi, loyal droids R2-D2 and C-3PO, and the inscrutable Yoda . . . Chewbacca the Wookiee, shifty Lando Calrissian, and the vile
Jabba the Hutt . . . all the vivid characters from the "Star Wars" universe spring to life in these thrilling pages. The" Star Wars Trilogy" is a must-read for anyone who wants to relive the
excitement, the magic, and the sheer entertainment of this legendary saga-now and forever.
Star Wars Omnibus May 18 2021 Star Wars headliners Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Darth Vader, and others feature in six tales of galaxy-shaking adventure for readers of all ages! Han and
Chewie are caught between the Empire and the underworld in a quest to pay off a debt. Boba Fett is on a treasure hunt, racing two vengeful bounty-hunter brothers to the prize. Princess Leia
becomes entangled in the kidnapping of the beautiful Princess Mi — and soon the Millennium Falcon is the target of kidnappers, bounty hunters, gangsters, and the Empire! Vader forces a
wisecracking smuggler to guide him to a secret Rebel base. On Dagobah, Luke uses the Force and faces monstrous swamp creatures while training with Yoda. And a young Chewbacca stumbles
upon a group of slavers planning to raid his Wookiee village.
Star Wars Omnibus Wild Space Vol. 1 Apr 04 2020 Collects Star Wars 3-D #1–3; Star Wars: Devilworlds #1–2; Star Wars: Death Masque; Star Wars Weekly #60, #94–99, and #104–115; Star
Wars from Pizzazz #10–16; The Rebel Thief, X-Wing Marks the Spot, Imperial Spy, and The Gambler's Quest from Star Wars Kids #1–15; Star Wars: The Mixed-Up Droid; Star Wars: Shadows
of the Empire Galoob minicomic; Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire Ertl minicomic. In this collection are rare stories from UK publications, toy pack-ins, Star Wars Kids magazine, and even
issues that were originally published in 3-D! A treasure trove of unexpected gems for the casual Star Wars fan - and a completist's dream - this volume contains work from some of comics' most
famous writers and artists, including Alan Moore, Chris Claremont, Archie Goodwin, Walt Simonson, and Alan Davis, plus stories featuring the greatest heroes and villains of Star Wars! Stories
you never knew existed - that you can't live without!
Star Wars Dec 25 2021 Collects Star Wars: Dark Empire (1991) #1-6, Star Wars: Dark Empire II (1994) #1-6, Star Wars: Empire's End (1995) #1-2, Star Wars: Dark Empire Handbook. Six years
after the fall of the Empire in Return of the Jedi, the battle for the galaxy's freedom rages on. The Empire has been mysteriously reborn under an unknown leader, wielding a new weapon of great
power. Princess Leia and Han Solo struggle to hold together the New Republic while the galaxy's savior, Luke Skywalker, fights an inner battle as he is drawn to the dark side, just as his father
Star Wars Omnibus: Shadows of the Empire
Nov 23 2021 Beginning with Shadows of the Empire, Luke, Leia, and Chewbacca are determined to foil Boba Fett's plan to deliver carboniteencased
Han Solo to Jabba the Hutt. But these heroes are up against more than they realize. Darth Vader searches for Luke, hoping to turn him to the dark side, and a new threat, Xizor, the ruthless leader
of the criminal organization Black Sun, seeks to gain the trust of the Emperor by killing Skywalker and overthrowing Vader! Then, in Shadows of the Empire: Evolution, a beautiful humandroid
previously an assassin for Xizor searches to find her human side as Luke Skywalker tracks her across the galaxy, determined to bring her to justice! And finally, in Mara Jade: By the Emperor's
Hand, the Emperor's personal assassin carries out her last mission, determined to succeed despite the death of her Master even if it costs her life! * Features all your favorite characters from the
original Star Wars trilogy: Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, and Han Solo! * Includes stories written by acclaimed novelists Timothy Zahn and Steve Perry! * The latest in the valuepacked line of
Star Wars Omnibus editions from Dark Horse!
A Handbook for Travellers in Holland and Beglium Oct 11 2020
The Best of Star Wars Insider Volume 4 Oct 23 2021 p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
Explore the galaxy far, far away. Four decades after the original Star Wars was released, changing cinema forever, the saga continues with all-new movies, books, comics, video games, and TV spinoffs. This collection of interviews and behind-the-scenes features includes: Daisy Ridley on playing Rey in The Force Awakens, an exploration of rare prototype toys that never made it into stores,
and Mark Hamill’s thoughts on working with Sir Alec Guinness. “The Best of Star Wars Insider proves we don’t know all there is to know about Star Wars.” – New York Journal of Books
Edmond Hamilton SF Gateway Omnibus Mar 28 2022 Hamilton was one of space opera's early influencers, alongside 'Doc' Smith and Jack Williamson, and also spent some time at DC Comics,
where he wrote such seminal titles as Superman and The Legion of Superheroes. This omnibus contains the opening volumes to three of his best loved series: Captain Future and the Space
Emperor, The Star Kings and The Weapon From Beyond.
Graphic Novels: A Guide to Comic Books, Manga, and More, 2nd Edition
Sep 02 2022 Covering genres from action/adventure and fantasy to horror, science fiction, and superheroes, this guide
maps the vast and expanding terrain of graphic novels, describing and organizing titles as well as providing information that will help librarians to build and balance their graphic novel collections
and direct patrons to read-alikes. • Introduces users to approximately 1,000 currently popular graphic novels and manga • Organizes titles by genre, subgenre, and theme to facilitate finding readalikes • Helps librarians build and balance their graphic novel collections
Rise of Empires Omnibus Nov 04 2022 'Fascinating historical mysteries and vivid colourful characters. One hell of a fine book' - CONN IGGULDEN This special collection brings together the three
books in the Rise of Empires Chronicles: The Walls of Byzantium, The Towers of Samarcand and The Lion of Mistra. The Walls of Byzantium In an age of clashing empires, dark forces from the
east are endangering the first light of the western Renaissance. It is an age of ruthless rulers, divided churches, fractured dynasties and intrepid traders. It is an age of great cities like Venice and
Constantinople; an age of conquerors like Tamerlane who will drown the world in blood; an age when only a hero of exceptional gifts can make a difference. Luke Magoris is that hero. Born the son
of one of the Varangian guards who had sworn to keep the secret relic safe, he will find himself committed to a long journey to discover - and try to avoid - his destiny. He will travel from battle to
trading fortune, from horse dealing to captivity, and to the love of three very different women and the unrelenting enmity of two remarkable men. The Towers of Samarcand A select band of
soldiers led by Luke Magoris are given the mission of persuading Tamerlane to defend Constantinople. The great conqueror must turn his forces to the West to fight the Ottomans. Luke is trained
as a Mongol warrior to impress Tamerlane and his army before joining his fellow Varangian guards, descendants of the men who once brought a vital treasure out of Constantinople. It is this
treasure, some say, that can still save the empire - uniting the Christian churches of the east and west in one final triumphant crusade to smite the Ottomans. No longer an innocent patriot, Luke is
caught in the crossfire and begins to question if his mission is honourable - or whether those who sent him have the best interests of Byzantium at heart. The Lion of Mistra Rome never fell. The
empire continued as Byzantium. This epic historical novel concerns one man's role in saving the empire. The Ottoman Turks are at the gates of Constantinople and Luke Magoris, descended from
princes of England, has to find a fortune to build defences for his beloved Mistra, the last glorious outpost of Imperial Rome, as well as saving the Emperor. He turns to China, to the Ming Empire,
for trade and to Renaissance Italy for its rapidly developing banks. Both are entirely new roles for Luke and his Varangian brotherhood and many pitfalls befall him. And yet the Varangian
treasure - which only he can uncover - may hold the key to all.
Star Wars Omnibus Jun 18 2021 Collects Star Wars: Infinities - A New Hope #1-4, Star Wars: Infinities - The Empire Strikes Back #1-4, Star Wars: Infinities - Return of the Jedi #1-4. Collected
here are three different tales where one thing happens differently than it did in the original trilogy of Star Wars films. The familiar players—Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, and Darth
Vader—are launched onto new trajectories that send them toward dire consequences and unexpected futures!
A Handbook for Travellers in Devonshire Nov 11 2020
Disciples of the Horned One Omnibus Jun 30 2022 In the hidden places of the world darkness is stirring once again. The Cult of The Horned One has troubled the kingdom since the time of it’s
founding. Rising only to be brought down again by brave heroes. When the darkness again rises to threaten the innocent it falls to Damien St. Could and his friends to save the kingdom. Can they
master their powers in time to defeat the growing evil? Read now to find out. Collected of the first time. The Complete Disciples of the Horned One Trilogy along with the never before published
novella The Lighting. Over 1,200 pages of fantasy adventure. Includes: Darkness Rising, Raging Sea and Trembling Earth, Harvest of Souls, and The Lightning.
Negima! Omnibus Volume 25,26,27 Jan 26 2022 HIS FATHER'S SON With the plot of the insidious Cosmo Entelecheia revealed, Fate has forced Negi to choose between the safety of his friends
and the destiny of the Magic World. Everyone is going to have to draw on all their strength to get out of this one, but will it be enough? Inspired by the story of his father's conquests during the war,
Negi cannot fail! Contains Negima! volumes 25-26-27!
Handbook of the Madras Presidency Jan 14 2021

Bradshaw's hand-book to Brittany May 06 2020
The Complete Soul Force Saga Omnibus May 30 2022 Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords and with the most powerful soul force in history, he's unable to make it work. A
disappointment to his legendary father and a weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is miserable. His life changes forever when a visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien isn't a warlord at all but
a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of magic and danger, can Damien master his power in time to save his family and the kingdom from long forgotten evil? Jump into the Complete Soul Force Saga
now.
Public Opinion Oct 30 2019
The Empire of Bones Saga Volume 2 Apr 16 2021 Princess Kelsey Bandar and Admiral Jared Mertz have beaten the savage Pale Ones only to find even deadlier enemies working hard to undo
everything they've accomplished.To give the New Terran Empire even a slim hope of survival, they must explore a graveyard filled with dead ships watched over by a merciless AI, stop a coup
determined to see the Imperial Throne fall, and then take the fight to the Empire's enemies.What could possibly go wrong?This omnibus edition contains Books 4-6 in The Empire of Bones Saga
(Ghosts of Empire, Paying the Price, and Recon in Force), as well as a previously unpublished short story.
Bradshaw's illustrated travellers' hand book in [afterw.] to France
Sep 29 2019
Wrath of Kings Mar 16 2021 An omnibus edition of the final three Dread Empire novels (Reap the East Wind, An Ill Fate Marshalling, and A Path to Coldness of Heart) from a pioneer of gritty
and realistic epic fantasy, Glen Cook. The Dread Empire spans a continent: from the highest peaks of the Dragon’s Teeth to the endless desert lands of Hammad al Nakir; from besieged Kavelin to
mighty Shinsan . . . The time of the wrath of kings is close at hand. Bragi Ragnarson, now the king of Kavelin, has decided to join forces with Chatelain Mist, the exiled princess of Shinshan looking
to usurp her throne. But in the deserts on the outskirts of the empire, a young victim of the Great Eastern Wars becomes the Deliverer of an eons-forgotten god, chosen to lead the legions of the
dead. Wrath of Kings collects the final Dread Empire trilogy into a single volume. This epic narrative had been put on hold when the original manuscript to the final volume was stolen. Glen
returned to the Dread Empire twenty years later, completely rewriting the concluding novel, A Path to Coldness of Heart. From the author of The Black Company comes an elaborate tale of nationshattering conflict, maddening magic, strange creatures, and raw, flawed heroes, all shown through the filter of the author’s inimitable war-correspondent prose.
Rvenance Omnibus, Vol. I: A Zine of Hauntings from Underground Histories
Sep 21 2021 Revenance is dedicated to the forgotten or untold histories of 19th Century avant-garde and dissenting
countercultures. It promotes historiography practiced as game, as activism, as trans-generational collaboration, as communal memory, which running athwart the academic, refuses to describe
history as finished, and does not stand apart to observe its object from a distance, in the posture of false 'objectivity' which Power always assumes. Instead: a committed historiography, which does
not stand outside the stream of time or apart from its object: intellectual and precise, yet ludic and multi-form, one moment manifest as an essay, the next as a poem. A historiography created within
the utopian fringe, and for the same community, responsive to our changing conditions, needs, and desires. A historiography that we take personally, merging imperceptibly into experiments in
daily life, social praxis, and thought. Volume I collects the first five issues of the journal, from 2016-18.
Star Wars Insider: Fiction Collection Volume 2 Jul 20 2021 20 fully illustrated short stories. Princess Leia Organa embarks on a vital mercy mission… Obi-Wan Kenobi escorts a precious cargo to
Tatooine… A journalist uncovers the sinister truth about Orson Krennic… Lando Calrissian takes a deadly gamble on Lothal… This special edition includes stories from the Legends era and tales
from the current era of storytelling that were first published in Star Wars Insider. Featuring stories by Timothy Zahn, John Jackson Miller, Delilah S. Dawson, Jason Fry, Michael Kogge,
Alexander Freed, James S. A. Corey, Jennifer Heddle, Json Hough, Joe Schreiber, Janine K. Spendlove, Edward M. Erdelac, Mur Lafferty, Sylvain Neuvel, and Paul S. Kemp. Illustrated by Magali
Villeneuve, Drew Baker, John Van Fleet, Joe Corroney, Brian Miller, Carsten Bradley, Tom Hodges, Brian Rood, Marek Okon, Jose Cabrera, Jason Chan, David Rabbitte, and Chris Scalf.
Star Wars Omnibus at War with the Empire Vol. 1 Aug 01 2022 Collects Star Wars: Empire (2002) #1-6, 10-11, 13-14, 19-22, 24-25, 31. Collected here are stories of the early days of the Rebel
Alliance and the beginnings of its war with the Empire—tales of the Star Wars galaxy set before, during, and after the events in Star Wars: A New Hope! In this volume: Darth Vader and Emperor
Palpatine are targeted for assassination by rogue Imperial officers; Princess Leia gets her first taste of war and the sacrifices the coming rebellion will require; Vader, after surviving the destruction
of the Death Star, must fight to become the leader of a pack of savage beasts; and many other stories!
Star Wars Omnibus Oct 03 2022 Collects Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire #1-6, Star Wars: Mara Jade - By The Emperor's Hand #0-6, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire - Evolution #1-5. In
the time between the events in The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, Princess Leia Organa, Luke Skywalker and Chewbacca attempt to rescue Han Solo from the notorious bounty
hunter Boba Fett, while the criminal Prince Xizor and Darth Vader make plans to control, or destroy, the leaders of the Rebel Alliance. Shadows of the Empire was a multimedia Star Wars event a film-without-the-film - in which a major story was told across a series of novels, comic books, role-playing games, a video game, and trading cards. Shadows even had its own soundtrack. Included
here is the complete comic series as well as two stories that followed in its wake: Mara Jade: By the Emperor's Hand, the story of the Imperial assassin who would one day wed the New Republic's
greatest hero, Luke Skywalker; and Shadows of the Empire: Evolution, a direct sequel to Shadows of the Empire.
The Empire of Bones Saga Volume 3 Sep 09 2020 Separated by more light years than either cares to think about, Princess Kelsey Bandar and Admiral Jared Mertz must reach Terra before the
Rebel Empire figures out that they even exist.With a number of enemies to overcome, they each have to make it to the hidden vaults under the old Imperial Palace or the New Terran Empire dies,
and the last free humans in the galaxy join the rest in slavery.The obstacles seem insurmountable, but they have no other option than victory. They truly are humanity's last hope.This omnibus
edition contains books 7-9 in The Empire of Bones Saga (Behind Enemy Lines, The Terra Gambit, and Hidden Enemies).
The Breathing Sea Jun 06 2020 Dasha is a gift. Only she’s not very gifted. Both books in the awarding-winning Breathing Sea mini-series in one omnibus edition! Dasha was born at the behest of
the gods, her mother’s pledge between the world of women and the world of spirits. The Krasnograd kremlin looks to her to rule with fire, steel, and magic, just as her Imperial foremothers did.
Instead, she’s shy, retiring, and the least magically talented girl her tutors have ever seen. Now that she’s almost a woman grown, she needs to learn to harness her gifts, but all she can do is have
fits and useless visions. When her father offers to take her on her first journey away from Krasnograd, Dasha jumps at the chance to see her native land. But their journey quickly turns into more
than a mere pleasure trip. The wide world is more dangerous than Dasha had imagined, and her rapidly growing gifts may be the most dangerous thing in it. But Dasha is not the only danger in
Zem’. War is raging on its borders, and threatens to spill into Zem’ itself. No matter which side Dasha’s people choose, they may not be able to keep their freedom and their way of life. Dasha may
hold the key to protecting Zem’—but she may have to lose herself in order to save her people. If you loved First Lessons or The Bear and the Nightingale, try this epic fantasy saga set in a magical
Russian world where trees walk, animals talk, and women rule. With discussion questions at the end.
Star Wars Omnibus Feb 01 2020 A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... George Lucas created the bestselling STAR WARS. His sweeping vision of cowboys and indians in space became the
middle trilogy of film and books that became so successful worldwide. Having established the universe of The Empire and The Rebel Alliance and its wonderful cast of characters and aliens - Lucas
is now releasing his next movie trilogy - the prehistory of the Empire, the Genesis of the Jedi Order of Knights, the Massacre of Princess Leia's royal family and homeworld, her future husband,
Han Solo, and his piratical past and, of course, how Luke Skywalker's father, Darth Vader, turned to the evil, dark side of the Force. This omnibus of the original three film novelisations will whet
the appetites and prepare all fans for the forthcoming STAR WARS phenomena.
Star Wars Omnibus: Early Victories Jul 08 2020 Following the destruction of the first Death Star, Luke Skywalker is the new, unexpected hero of the Rebellion. But the galaxy hasn't been saved
yet—Luke and Princess Leia are finding there are many more battles to be fought against the Empire and Darth Vader! This latest Star Wars Omnibus reprints many of the early tales of the
Rebellion. First, we have "Shadow Stalker," "Tales from Mos Eisley," and "River of Chaos." Then, "Splinter of the Mind's Eye," a story created by George Lucas and Alan Dean Foster before
there were plans for any films past "Star Wars: A New Hope." And last is "Vader's Quest," in which Vader learns the secret kept from him by Yoda and Obi-Wan: that he has a son!
The Vallian Cycle Aug 09 2020 Four hundred light years from Earth, Kregen is a marvelous world, peopled by wonderful beings, filled with light and clamor and furor of life lived to the hilt. But
Kregen has its darker side, where horror and terror bind innocent people, where sorceries rend reason, where injustice denies light. Dray Prescot’s happiness with Delia, the Princess Majestrix of
Vallia, is threatened as the notorious Wizard of Loh, Phu-si-Yantong, seeks to destroy Delia’s father and take control of the empire of Vallia. And Prescot is determined to seek the whereabouts of
his daughters, alienated from him during his forced absence on Earth. But the brilliant world of Kregen under Antares will always challenge Prescot with new problems and adventures. Dray
Prescot knows only too well that he must continue to struggle against himself as well as the malignant fates that pursue him in the mingled streaming lights of the Suns of Scorpio.
Secret Scorpio:
Courage and ingenuity has won Dray Prescot a high role in the Vallian Empire and a certain independence from the Star Lords. So when a mysterious monster cult begins to undermine the empire
and when his own beloved princess becomes a victim of those secret schemers, Prescot has to go into action.
Savage Scorpio: Somewhere in the unmapped regions of Kregen lies the hidden city of
the Savanti. Dray has long sought the locale of his original landing and now the time has come when the search must be completed without delay, for the father of his beloved Delia is a victim of
assassins. Only the Savanti can undo the evil that could shatter all that Dray holds dear in his second planetary homeland.
Captive Scorpio: Prescot has risen high in the empire of Vallia, but luck
cannot always sustain him. All the forces opposed to his lands, his princess, his emperor, and to him personally, converge to bring about the darkest hour of his long career. With his back to the
wall, Dray Prescot faces that time of peril with unflinching will... until the cruelest blow of all is struck: his warrior daughter Dayra rode in the vanguard of his foes!
Golden Scorpio: When you're
down there's no place to go but up. That's the way the brave think and if there is anyone on two worlds braver than Dray Prescot, he has yet to appear. Prescot would never give up. Singlehandedly, if need be, he would be a deadly threat to the enemies of Vallia. But as he sets out on a liberation mission incomparable in the history of two worlds he knows he will never be alone... This
edition contains a glossary to the Vallian cycle.
Star Wars Legends: the Rebellion Omnibus Vol. 1 Jun 26 2019 In the immediate aftermath of Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope, the rebels have won a major battle against the Empire -- and
now they must win the war! Darth Vader is obsessed with discovering the identity of the rebel pilot who destroyed the Death Star, but as Vader and Luke Skywalker's destinies begin to intertwine,
neither can predict how their fates are tied together -- even as the fallen Obi-Wan Kenobi haunts them both! Meanwhile, Princess Leia works to rebuild the rebel forces, but has plans for a secret XWing squadron of her own! And while Luke and Wedge Antilles infiltrate the Imperial fleet, Han Solo and Chewbacca have their hands full against the bounty hunter Boba Fett! COLLECTING:
Star Wars: Empire (2002) 7, 14, 16-27; Star Wars: Vader's Quest (1999) 1-4; Star Wars (2013) 1-20; Star Wars Kids (1997) 1-20; Star Wars 3-D (1987) 1-3
Bradshaw's hand-book to Normandy and the Channel Islands
Aug 28 2019
Star Wars Omnibus Aug 21 2021 Collects Star Wars: X-Wing Rogue Leader #1-3, Star Wars: X-Wing Rogue Squadron #1-8, Star Wars: X-Wing Rogue Squadron Handbook. The greatest
starfighters of the Rebel Alliance become the defenders of a New Republic in this collection of stories featuring Wedge Antilles, hero of the Battle of Endor, and his team of ace pilots known
throughout the galaxy as Rogue Squadron! Meet the Rogues for the first time and learn the fate of the galaxy immediately after the events of Return of the Jedi as the Rebellion's best pilots battle
remnants of the Empire wherever its ugly agenda of fear and domination appears.
Star Wars Omnibus A Long Time Ago Vol. 4 Feb 24 2022 Collects Star Wars (1977) #68-85, Star Wars Annual (1979) #3, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi (1983) #1-4. In stories set shortly before and
after the galaxy's transition to the New Republic in the Return of the Jedi motion picture, Luke Skywalker and the Rebels battle the oppressive Empire. Join Luke, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Boba
Fett, and many more classic-era characters in these tales of daring, action, heroism and friendship!
Handbook for Travellers in Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, and Somersetshire
Dec 13 2020
The Dreaming Land Dec 01 2019 Valya is a hero. Her people need a healer. Love the Kushiel series or The Priory of the Orange Tree? Try this sweeping epic starring a bisexual warrior princess
with a taste for dominance! This omnibus edition contains the complete trilogy in one volume. Nine years ago, Valya left Krasnograd in disgrace. Now the Tsarina has called her back. Troublesome
rumors are afoot, and someone must investigate them. Who better than the Tsarina’s hotheaded, rebellious heir? Valya would like to leave her scandal-ridden past behind her. That might not be an
option, though. As part of her plan to heal the rifts within her court, the Tsarina has ordered Valya to make a marriage alliance—with the son of the woman she hates most in the world. To do her

duty, Valya may have to swallow her scruples and take up the mantle of dangerous seductress once again. And then there are bigger problems. Valya has uncovered an underground slave trading
business, operating right in the heart of Zem’, but her sister princesses refuse to believe her. To cleanse her beloved land of the corruption threatening it, Valya must go on a dangerous journey—one
that will reveal not only the truth of the slave trade, but that of the magic Valya carries within her. Valya must heal her family, her land, and her people. She may destroy herself in the attempt. The
final installment in the Zemnian Series, this subversive fantasy trilogy returns to the land of Zem’, where trees walk, animals talk, and women rule. With discussion questions at the end.
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